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BROMO (3d/2n) : Java Sky High
Day 1 : Malang - Bird & Flower Market - Museum Tempo Doloe - Toko Oen (-/L/D)
You will get pick up in Malang Airport by our guide and driver where will start our journey to explore this
warm town. First, we will visit traditional Birds and Flower market where you can see how locals buy and
sell as part of daily life afterward visit to Museum Tempo Doeloe Malang. This place focused on the
history & culture of Malang, from antiquity through independence of Indonesia especially those historic
moment and how the local interpret the change of power. After lunch we will visit
Toko Oen that serves the famous Ice Cream since 1973. Becak ride in the afternoon in Malang city center
overlooking the historic places and buildings. Later drop to hotel for check in and rest. Dinner at hotel
restaurant.

Day 2 : Batu Full Day Adventure (B/L/D)
After breakfast meeting with tour guide to start exploring Batu and the first stop we will visit Apple farm
at the slope of Arjuna’s mountains. In here you can enjoy the amazing atmosphere, great view and you
can pick apples directly from the trees. After lunch we will visit the famous Museum Angkut, this place
spread around 38.000 meter that use to show more than 300 types of transportation from different
brand, origin and period of time. Later in the afternoon visit to traditional souvenirs market and before
going back to hotel early dinner at a local Javanese restaurant. Drop to hotel at around 07.00pm for rest.

Day 3 : Mount Bromo Sunrise (B/-/-)
At around 1:00am, you will get pickup for Mount Bromo trip. To reach this majestic mountain we will be
using off road 4x4 transport. At around 3:30am we will arrive at the drop point where we will do short
trekking to the Mount Penanjakan which is the best spot to see the sunrise. The morning glory is coming
with amazing surrounding view as well as fresh air. At around 6:00am, we will walk back to the drop
point here you can have the option to wandering around t the sea of sand which is the mountain crater
or enjoy horse riding. After breakfast, we will go back to the hotel for check out and then transfer to
airport.

BROMO & IJEN (4d/3n) : Java Fire & Nature
Day 1 : Malang - Bird & Flower Market - Museum Tempo Doloe - Toko Oen (-/L/D)
You will get pick up in Malang Airport by our guide and driver where will start our journey to explore this
warm town. First, we will visit traditional Birds and Flower market where you can see how locals buy and
sell as part of daily life afterward visit to Museum Tempo Doeloe Malang. This place focused on the
history & culture of Malang, from antiquity through independence of Indonesia especially those historic
moment and how the local interpret the change of power. After lunch we will visit
Toko Oen that serves the famous Ice Cream since 1973. Becak ride in the afternoon in Malang city center
overlooking the historic places and buildings. Later drop to hotel for check in and rest. Dinner at hotel
restaurant.

Day 2 : Batu Full Day Adventure (B/L/D)
After breakfast meeting with tour guide to start exploring Batu and the first stop we will visit Apple farm
at the slope of Arjuna’s mountains. In here you can enjoy the amazing atmosphere, great view and you
can pick apples directly from the trees. After lunch we will visit the famous Museum Angkut, this place
spread around 38.000 meter that use to show more than 300 types of transportation from different
brand, origin and period of time. Later in the afternoon visit to traditional souvenirs market and before
going back to hotel early dinner at a local Javanese restaurant. Drop to hotel at around 07.00pm for rest.

Day 3 : Mount Bromo Sunrise - Bayuwangi (B/L/D)
At around 1:00am, you will get pickup for Mount Bromo trip. To reach this majestic mountain we will be
using off road 4x4 transport. At around 3:30am we will arrive at the drop point where we will do short
trekking to the Mount Penanjakan which is the best spot to see the sunrise. The morning glory is coming
with amazing surrounding view as well as fresh air. At around 6:00am, we will walk back to the drop
point here you can have the option to wandering around t the sea of sand which is the mountain crater
or enjoy horse riding. After breakfast, we will go back to the hotel for check out and five hours drive to
Bayuwangi. Lunch en route and arrive in the afternoon for early rest.

Day 4 : Ijen - Bayuwangi Airport
At around 01:00 am, our team will pick you up to start the adventure. On the way to Mount Ijen, we will
pass through one of the few remaining rain forest on the island of Java with giant ferns, plants & big
trees. Once arrive, we will start ascend slope of mount Ijen to reach peak of the crater and along the
path, you can enjoy the stunning natural scenery. Later while waiting for sunrise at an altitude of 2386
meters we can see the infamous eternal blue fire dancing in front of our eyes. You can spot the sulfur
mining workers go up and down into the crater through steep path on the edge of the crater with loads
as heavy as 80 kilograms on their shoulders. Once the sun have gone up we will start to descend the
slope of Mount Ijen until vehicles based. Breakfast en route at local restaurant then arrive back to hotel
for packing and check out. Later drop to Bayuwangi airport to catch your next flight.

